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About This Game

ALL-STARS DUNGEONS AND DIAMONDS (ASDAD for short) is a competitive Arcade-style game where two players
face each other in a diamond-collecting race. The player with the largest number of gems at the end of the round wins. Things
quickly become more complicated, though, as collecting diamonds will reveal items buried underground that will grant players

the ability to attack the opponent or obtain temporary boosts that will help them win the race.

Intense 2 Player (local multiplayer) Competitive Arcade action!

7 Different Characters! (4 Original Characters + 3 Guests from other indie titles!*)

10 different items and 4 different worlds!

Customizable match settings (for normal mode) allow you to change the rules and pace of the game!

Extra game mode "Race for the Idol" where the first player to reach the sacred gold statue at the end of the maze wins!

* Guest Characters are featured in ASDAD with the proper permission from their owners.
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A casual game where you have to finish quests or fly around in the free mode.

(Tested with a controller)

Pros:
\u2022 Okay Graphics
\u2022 Good Controls
\u2022 Many Missions
\u2022 Free Flight Mode
\u2022 Unreal Engine 4

Negative:
\u2022 Graphics are outdated. Honestly shocked to see this game put at $5. The rest of this devs games are 99 cents and have
about just as much gameplay and depth as this, yet this is $5?

For the boring timekiller gameplay you get out of this, definite NO on the $5 asking price.
Would say to pick this up for a buck though, maybe, but only if youre looking to kill time and newgrounds just isn't doing it for
you anymore.. Fun game to kill some time. Nothing serious just good old time killer.. This is an amusing game that makes me
think of what you would get if you simplified Empire: Total War. Basically you set up cities in the new world, and trade with
the home port to grow your economy, eventually waging war (either actual or economic) with the other colonial powers to
conquer the americas. the mechanics are straightforward, every building and ship costs maintenance, and all the raw materials
and finished good provide income. setup stable trade routes, bring colonists and soliders from the home port and you are set. the
graphics are low, but its fun if you like this sort of gameplay.

the controls are simple, and the menus make sense, once you get the hang of it its fun to repeat play because there are different
ways to win.

it is a cheap game though, so there are strange shortcuts that are missing, there are a lack of notifications about current events
each turn, although there are popups they are usually reminders about failing a mission or a new missoin

that can get annoying for some because well into the game there are a lot of things to keep track of, basically you can set up a
trade route bringing ppl and goods in different directions (growing and defending settlements, satisfying needs) but the route
you take and the time matter (especially once a good runs out) if you dont mind having to check every turn every single part of
your empire because nothing lasts that long then this game is great

i actually didnt care that i kept running things into the ground, i never won, but it was interesting to set up trade routes that
eventually failed only to have someone declare war on you. 5 days after early access release devs went bankrupt. Why is this
even on the store still?. Absolute crap. I thought 2 bucks isn't a bit mistake, but in that case, it is. Controls are like hell, you can't
event configure your device correctly. It's a total waste of money.. New Review: Originally the game did not work at all for a
couple weeks after release. It's recently been fixed.

Proviant appears to be an ant colony survival game. It has a tutorial, but the tutorial is literally a single screen with some vague,
Engishy info. The single screen also tells you to then start a new game for more info. The game guides you on WHAT you
should be doing, but doesn't do that great of a job telling you HOW to do it. I'm STILL not sure what all the buttons do, I've
figured out the dig button, and how to make it dig ramps. And I figured out the build button. As far as I can tell, it just lays dirt
blocks down that your ants walk right past as if they weren't there.

You are told to make a large room for your queen. I have not gotten to this part because digging is VERY SLOW. You can only
mark ONE tile for digging at a time (Unless there's a way to do more that I haven't figured out) and the ant has to actually reach
the tile to dig it. The ant will make almost no effort to get to the tile. The ant will walk to directly above it, and dig at the
ground. It will not move to a lower area, or a better angle, and you do not get to choose which ant will dig. If the ant cannot
touch the EXACT tile you are trying to dig, it will just paw at the ground forever.
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You are told to double click your ants to assign them either a worker or soldier job. You cannot double click an ant that is
walking around. Your ants are almost always wandering around. This makes assigning jobs REALLY annoying, in particular
because you can't see what ants already have jobs until you double click them.

This game is absolutely terrible. It's poorly made, has bad music, has a lousy tutorial, and is just plain not fun. I somehow
thought better of this game when it didn't work at all.

For the record, I have given up on figuring out how to play this game. If someone else figures it out, and it turns out I'm just a
moron, I'll fix my review.. I got this for free and I want my money back.. Having played all three I can say this is the best one
yet.

Resources respawn slowly and there is a slightly more classical rpg approach to skills (such as combat or hunting).
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88 Heroes is one of the worst and most disapointing games I have played on steam.

As a retro fantatic the premise of this game looked amazing, retro platformer with tons of playable characters, and jam packed
with humorous references to 80's and 90's. I was stoked when I stumbled on this game and skipped every other game in my
backlog to play it. Unfortunately the end result is nowhere near as cool as it all looked.

First the good, the humor and references in this game are fantastic. Just about every new hero made me chuckle a little bit as I
read their bio. There are references to old atari games like a female version of pitfall harry complete with atari jump sound, old
nes games like Lou the plumber who attacks by butt stomping, old cartoons like the armadillo brothers who fight with different
weapons such as a bo staff, sais etc, and old movies like gronan who makes arnold like groans as he meanders through the levels.
Those just scratch the surface of the references in this game, they are all well done, complete with humorous animations, sound
effects, and comedic bios.

Unfortunately, just about every other aspect of this game was terrible:

1) The screen is too small, the game has the gimmick of the main bad guy watching you through his monitor from his
headquarters. As a result a good portion of the screen is the border of his screen and him sitting in his chair. This makes the
actual play area way too small, you can hold a trigger to look around the level, and you will need to do this constantly to see
whats coming next. This just takes away from the action and makes progressing very tedious as you are constantly stopping to
see what is coming next. Another annoying thing about the view of this game is the fact that random henchman will come
walking by and when they do it further obstructs the screen. Did you have fun when you were young and your parents\/siblings
would randomnly walk in front of the tv? Neither did I, but somehow the developer though to include random robots walking by
and obstructing your view.

2) there are 88 playable characters, each time you die a new hero is randomnly given to you, similar to how rogue legacy works.
However, this system is implemented incredibly poorly. First off, at least half, if not more of the heroes are completely useless.
Many of them have no attack at all, and some of them handicap you in someway(example, a panda on a unicycle named wrong
wei who has no attacks and all controls are reversed). When a hero dies, they stay dead, which is terrible because you never
really get a chance to play around with or experiment with each hero. Sometimes you will die before you even get a chance to
see what the hero does. For example, there is a hero who is a robocop spoof and attacks with a rocket. I pressed attack to see
what he did, he shot a rocket, I was next to a wall, so the rocket killed me and I never got to play with him again, how could I
have possibly known that would happen?

3) This leads to the game terrible difficulty. I love hard games, this game is hard for all the wrong reasons. Besides the terrible
level design, which is mostly really easy, but will kill you for things you could not see, and slippery controls, you also have to
contend with the terrible hero choice. You have 88 lives in this game, but at least half of them you are forced to play with
unplayable characters who are sure fire deaths, I wouldn't mind the comedy aspect of it, but when all of your lives are done the
game is over and you are back to level 1. This is a fairly lengthy game (88 levels total) so being put back to the beginning of the
game will suck all desire you have to play the game completely out of you.

4) The time limit makes no sense, you have 88 seconds to beat each level, you also have 88 minutes to complete the whole
game. You don't need to be a math genius to see what doesn't add up. If you take 87 seconds to beat each level you will run out
of time and be forced to start the whole game over. I think most gamers as a whole hate time limits, but if you must have one at
least make it a level to level thing. Who wants to go through a game only to realize, after playing for 88 minutes, that you are
forced to restart and re-do all 88 minutes.

5) The boss battles in the game are terribly boring, every 22 levels you fight a boss, but because the developer decided to make
half the heros useless they had to be designed in a way that any hero could beat the boss. As a result they are all the same, a
rocket in the middle, you jump on a button to fire a rocket at the boss, rinse and repeat until dead.

The best word to describe this game is tedious, it has so many good ideas, but they are all implemented so poorly that it just
makes you not want to play. With a few tweaks this game might be decent, but as it is this is one of the most poorly executed
games I have ever had the displeasure of playing and should be avoided at all costs.. gets more and more difficult as the game
progresses
would recomend. Forget James Bond..
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Forget Commander Keen..
Compared to this they're just wimps. This is the real deal.

In 'Bio Menace', you play as a CIA operative called Snake Logan, who is ordered to fly a plane into Metro City (*Cough*
Escape From New York *Cough*) in order to stop an evil scheme by the fiendish Dr. Mangle. Unfortunately, Snake’s plane is
shot down, forcing him to walk the streets and kill mutants.

Dr. Mangle formerly worked with the US government on an secret project called Operation Bug Glow, which was a series of
experiments aimed at enlarging various insects for unknown reasons. However, Dr. Mangle spliced some very violent genes into
the mix and has used his newly-created army of evil mutants to take over Metro city.

Playing this game reminds me of when I played the Commander Keen games – the start-up screen, in-game menus, and even the
same sort of gameplay where you run to the other side of the stage, possibly finding crystal shards and using them to unlock
barriers. The gameplay is, as you would expect, classic action platformer gameplay. You have to explore non-linear levels, fight
monsters and find keys in order to progress. The enemies are clever and require more than one shot to destroy. There are much
tougher enemies you encounter in the later stages, and these also go for hazards.

Like most of Apogee’s games, 'Bio Menace' is split up into three individual episodes – so you basically get 'three games for the
price of one'.. Bought Ori and the Blind Forest in the Steam Winter Sale and regret that I didn't buy this game earlier. Beautiful
graphics, compelling story, immersive music. It's a platformer, get over it. Buy it.. And once you've thought that there weren't
enough side scrolling 2D shooters out there, along comes Who's that Flying?! Although simple and mindless, it's actually fun.
There's plenty of action going on at all times keeps it from getting stale. It offers a short cartoon campaign with a story to save
different cities around the world. The goal is to keep 50 enemies from getting past you which is harder than it sounds on some
of the levels. Add in a different assortment of boss battles and it's actually a real treat.

You get a special one-time powerful beam every time you kill a certain number of monsters, but the charge will deplete if an
enemy gets past. It has controller support which is nice. And once you finish the campaign there are a couple dozen challenge
levels and an infinite mode to keep you entertained even further.

The in-between time waiting for levels to load seemed a bit long though, but not overly excessive. Decent dollar menu game..
It's a good game, however the co-op multiplayer lacks. I bought as I love dungeon crawler, multiplayer games. This game is very
good for that. However, after playing for no more than 3 hours me and my brother have completed the game. Yes, I can still
grind for more gear and levels. But, what's the point if there isn't enough players to compete against. I've only seen one other
player online, besides myself.
. Cool game for those who like this style. I wouldn't personally spend hours playing this but it looks cool. Japanese-ambiented is
positive for the game.. Piece of junk! The controller doesn't even work correctly!!!. Fun, charming and overall a pretty good
experience!
. I would not rcommend this game to anyone, even someone I was trying to bore to death. The instructions, if you can call them
that, do not give you much insight as to what needs to be done. The voice used is really annoying and the after 30 minutes of
play (if you could call it that) I quit and removed this from my computer. It was a complete waste of less than $3.00 and a bad
idea in general.
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